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 Vocabulary  A 
  a. One odd out. 

 

 . a) interesting                    b) amazing                   c) useful               d) wonderful 

 . a) inventor                        b) researcher               c) farmer              d) thinker 

 . a) hospitable                    b) kind                           c) polite               d) angry 

 . a) die out                          b) live                             c) kill                    d) hunt 

 

  b. Match the words with their definitions one is extra. 

 

 . strong and well                                                       a) future 
 . the time after now                                                 b) entertainment 
 . a large number of things or people                    c) belief  
 . activities that people enjoy                                 d) healthy 
                                                                                       e) thousands of 

 

  c. Complete the sentences with the given words. (One is extra) 

 

 

 

 . plasma is a clear and yellow -----------------. 

  . Reza could --------------- a new voice recorder. 

  . you can find a  --------------------- of activities from skiing to desert touring. 

  . our teacher asked us some questions and we answered her --------------------. 

  d. complete the following sentences with your own words. 

 

  . A tiger is a ------------------ animal, but a horse is not. 
  . The heart pumps -------------------- all around your body. 
  . He has the flu and feels --------------------. 
  . You need a visa and a -------------------- to travel abroad. 

 

  e. Choose the best answer. 

 

  . A person that visits a holy shrine is called a (n) -------------------. 
a)  pilgrim                          b) tourist                          c) inventor                       d) translator 

  . Iranian cheetah and zebra are among the ---------------- animals. 
a)  injured                         b) recent                          c) endangered                d) domestic 

  . Every year, we --------------- our blood to those who need it. 
a) donate                           b) protect                         c) take care of                d) carry 

  . She ---------------- her first book at the age of   . 
a) worked                          b) passed                          c) published                   d) helped 
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 Grammar B 

  a. Choose the correct words.  

 

  . She ---------------- to study carefully tonight. (will – going – is going) 
  . you were ----------------- than me. (gooder – better – best) 
  . They did the experiment -------------------. (himself – themselves – yourself) 
  . Mr. Brown --------------- find it last night. (could – can – may) 

 

  b. Choose the correct words. 

 

  . What -------------- you ---------------- tomorrow? 
a) will/doing             b) will/does                    c) will/do                             d) will/did 
  . Lion is the -------------- animal in the world. 
a) dangerous            b) more dangerous        c) dangerous than             d) most dangerous 
  . When you arrived, they ---------------- about me. 
a) was talking          b) talking                           c) were talking                   d) talked 
  . We don’t go to school ----------------- Fridays. 
a) on                           b) in                                   c) at                                      d) for 

          

  c. Make questions with wh- words given. 

 

.next year the world different places of like to travel and seewill  Alfredo 
  . who -----------------------------------------------------------------? 

  . when----------------------------------------------------------------? 

  . where---------------------------------------------------------------? 

  .what -----------------------------------------------------------------? 
 

 Writing C 

  
a. unscramble the letters and make proper nouns. Then put nouns in the 
appropriate group. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  . d-e-n-r-f-i                   . V-e-o-l                         . e-r-e-t                        . u-m-u-e-m-s 

thing idea place people 

    
     

    b. complete the following sentences with the proper form of adverbs. 

 
  . He came (late) ---------------- to the class yesterday.  
  . My teacher speaks French (good) ------------------.  

 

    c. find the mistake in each sentence and correct it. 

 
  . There are two man in the picture. (---------------) 
  . He has a knives in his hands. (---------------) 

 

  d. choose the best verb forms. 

 
  . I (don’t like/am not liking) reading newspapers. 
  . She (watches/is watching) television at the moment. 
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  e. find common nouns in the following sentences. 

 

 
  . The weather is beautiful in this park. 
  . Nasim read those books in our library. 

 

  f. write the appropriate form of each noun. 

 

  . Frank is a (farmer) ---------------. He has four (child) -----------------. 
  . There are two (bus stop) ---------------- near your (school) ----------------. 

 

 Reading D 
  a. Cloze Test – complete the missing words. 

 

 

There are -----  ----- stories about scientists and their lives. One such a story is about Thomas 
Edison. As a young body, Edison was very interested ------  ------ science. He was very energetic 
and always ----  ----- questions. -----  ----- He lost his hearing at the age of   .He did not -----
  ---- school and learned science by reading books in the library himself. When he -----  ----- 
He worked in different places, but he never lost his interest in making things. 

 

  . a) great                           b) complete                               c) hard                     d) angry 
  . a) about                          b) of                                            c) in                          d) on 
  . a) asked                          b) translate                               c) visit                      d) ring 
  . a) luckily                         b) fortunatly                             c) happily                d) sadly 

  . a) attend                         b) invent                                  c) publish                d) travel 

  . a) create                         b) grew up                                 c) develop              d) collect 
 

  b. Reading comprehension. Read the passage answer the questions. 

 

Travel is about visiting new places and meeting new people. When visiting a new destination, a 
traveler should take care of people, places and cultures, so before any travel we mast pay 
attention to some points first, we must read as much as possible about the main tourist 
attractions we are going to visit. Searching the Internet is an easy way to know about them. 
Also, learning a few words and phrases of the local language can be very useful. When we 
meet local people, we must respect their way of living. When visiting historical and especially 
holy places, we must respect them, too. 
When we visit natural places such as lakes, forests and deserts, we must protect the plants and 
wild animals. In this way, every travel can be a great experience for us. 

 

  . Is it good to surf the net to know about our trip? (جواب کامل) 

  . what must we do when we meet local people? 
  . learning about other cultures is not important for a traveler.         a. True         b. false 
  . Reading is a good way to know about a tourist destination.            a. True         b. false 
  . which choice is not about a good traveler. 
a. we must respect historical and holy places. 
b. we shouldn’t pay attention to plants and wild life. 
c. we must protect the plants and wild animals. 
d. we should take care of people, places and cultures. 
  . ------------------- means visiting new places and meeting new people. 
  . Before any travel we must pay ---------------- to some point. 
  . learning the language of our destination can be -------------------. 
a)harmful              b) useful             c) interesting             d) difficult 
 

 With the best wishes for you  
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